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TTC announce new distribution partnership with TRW

TTC are pleased to announce an exciting new distribution deal with TRW.  TRW  is the leader 
in automotive safety, producing advanced active systems in braking; steering and 
suspension; and sophisticated occupant safety systems. TRW has over 60,000 employees 
working in more than 185 locations in every vehicle-producing region worldwide.

This new partnership will allow all TTC customers access to an extensive range of TRW 
Steering & Suspension product on a sameday or overnight basis from its NDC located in 
Crewe, this is in addition to the TRW Steering Gear references TTC introduced last year.

The initial TTC stocked range will be over 180 part numbers from TRW's extensive portfolio of 
leading OE product giving more than 90% vehicle parc coverage, however the full range will 
also be available on a VOR basis.  

TRW is a true OE alternative that has been in the commercial steering & suspension business 
since 1906 and is an established world leader in the design, development and manufacture of 
integrated systems.

• TRW manufacture all major components of the steering and suspension system 
including steering columns, steering pumps, steering gears, pitman arms, tie rods, v-
links and radius rods.

• TRW employs more than 3000 engineers, scientists, designers and technicians to 
ensure parts work harmoniously in every type of truck.

• TRW brings leading edge technology to all of the world’s HCV manufacturers and 
now to the independent aftermarket.

• TRW has produced a first class catalogue which is backed up by an e-catalogue that 
can be accessed from the TTC website (also available on Tec-Doc)

The full list of parts available from TRW is detailed on TTC’s online web ordering system and 
is supported by a full cross reference list, including OE parts. In addition to this, you will also
find direct access to the TRW e-catalogue.

TTC will also be offering a VOR service direct from Germany for any urgent requirements, 
which if ordered before 12.00pm, will be delivered next-day anywhere in the UK for a minimal 
delivery charge.

This is an exciting addition to TTC’s ever expanding OE parts product portfolio and 
partnerships with industry leading brands.

For more information please visit www.ttcuk.co.uk or email emma_anderson@unipart.co.uk
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Editors notes: 
TTC is the truck and trailer component distribution arm of the Unipart Group, which employs 
more than 10,000 personnel worldwide and has an annual turnover of more than £1billion. It 
is a leading full service logistics provider and consultant in operational excellence operating 
across a range of market sectors, including automotive, leisure, marine, manufacturing, 
mobile telecoms, rail, retail and technology, Unipart offers a breadth of services from third 
party logistics to expert consultancy. 

Established more than 30 years ago, TTC has grown to become the leading independent 
brand in commercial vehicle parts and accessories in the UK and gained a well-earned 
reputation in the UK CV parts aftermarket for product quality, personal service and excellent 
product availability. TTC offers its customers the most comprehensive catalogue in the 
industry with product lines for the LCV, truck, trailer and PSV sectors, all easily accessible 
through a network of specialist CV parts distributors to all areas in the UK and Eire.


